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Cultural News Colombia
Culture unites us. This month, the Embassy of Colombia in Austria invites you to a virtual talk
about Architecture. And we share the cultural news of our country and artists in Slovenia.

Invitation to virtual talk “Architecture in Colombia"

/17:30 Austria

More info: eaustria@cancilleria.gov.co
Link to connect:https://bit.ly/3tfc8Q7

Seven wonders of Colombia in National Geographic
This is how the magazine National Geographic
describes Colombia: “From encounters w ith
animals
in
tropical
jungles
to
culinary
experiences in historic cities, Colombia offers an
intoxicating mix of wild nature and cosmopolitan
flair. Few countries can boast the cultural and
geographic diversity of Colombia.”
Read article here:
https://on.natgeo.com/39J5YQL
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Zuluk, Colombian rock duo is recognized in Slovenia
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The Colombian musician duo consisting of
Juan Zuleta and David Mosquera has
attracted the attention of the national
communication media in Slovenia. The two
young musicians’ talent has brough them to
give interviews on the radio and television.
Link interview on Ljubljana TV:
https://youtu.be/-8cvqdk299o (min: 2:062:15)
Link interview on Radio Slovenia 1:
https://bit.ly/3sGUUeo

"Son de paz", music, art and reconciliation
416 people in the process of reincorporation
and 1,186 habitants of 30 communities in
Colombia worked together for 8 months hand
in hand on a process of confidence building and
development of their territories. This, within
the framework of an agreement implemented
by the ARN and the IOM, with the support of
the National Reincorporation Council (CNR).Más
información: https://bit.ly/39RqU7Y

Colombia and USA sign agreement on cultural heritage
This new agreement, in place for the next
five years, derived from the 1970 Unesco
Convention, takes on the commitment of the
two countries to continue working on the
prevention of illicit trafficking of Colombian
cultural goods. The tool restricts the entry of
non-authorized Colombian cultural goods as
exportations to the United States.

More information: https://bit.ly/39VUFVn

"Urdimbres" collection of stories from 200 women of the
Colombian Pacific and Caribbean regions
Within the framework of the “Women Recount their
Territory” Program, accompanied by the Cultural
and Social Corporation CORPOCURRULAO, the
Ministry of Culture of Colombia has developed
“Urdimbres”, an anthology that gave 200 women
writers from the Colombian Pacific and Caribbean
regions the chance to recount the realities of their
territories from their personal experiences.
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More information: https://bit.ly/3s1Pw44

Ibague becomes Unesco Creative City
Ibague will be the fourth Colombian city to be declared
Creative City of Music. Bogota, Medellin and Valledupar
have already received this recognition and are part of the
Unesco Creative Cities Network. Popayan and Buenaventura
were recognized as Creative Cities of Gastronomy in 2005
and 2017, respectively. In 2020, Santiago de Cali was
recognized in the category of Digital Arts. The Unesco
Creative Cities Network includes 246 cities all over the
world.
More information: https://bit.ly/3sWTah0
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New country manifest: Colombia, the most
welcoming place.
Find out more:https://welcoming-kit.colombia.co/

